Dovetail Drawer Adjustments

With extended use of your cabinetry, adjustments may sometimes be required. Superior Cabinets hinges are simple to adjust.

**DRAWER SLIDE ON INSTALLATION:**

The drawer is placed horizontally on the runners and pushed into place. The catch automatically locks the drawer onto the Quadro runner for secure fit.

**DRAWER REMOVAL:**

Unlatching the drawer and removing it from the runners is just as easy. Pull back on the finger latch to remove the drawer box. The height setting will remain unchanged.

The height adjustment facility integrated in the catch produces perfected front panel alignment without the need for tools. The coloured thumbwheel moves the wedge into position between drawer bottom panel and runner.

**DOVETAIL DRAWER FRONT ATTACHMENT BRACKET ADJUSTMENTS:**

Drawer fronts on our dovetail drawers are attached using an attachment disk. This disk is attached to the drawer box and is set into a 35mm cup on the back of the drawer front.

To adjust the drawer front, simply loosen the disk screw on the drawer front. The drawer can be moved side to side, as needed. While the screw is loosened, the drawer front can also be adjusted up or down. Once the drawer front is in place, re-tighten the screw.

The blue thumb wheel can also be used to adjust height up or down.

Once the drawer front is properly adjusted, we recommend that a 5/8” wood screw be set into the locking mechanism on the back of the drawer front, as shown. This will help to secure the drawer front adjustment.